
iSpring Suite Max:  
easy-to-use eLearning authoring toolkit

that allows you to create online courses quickly from 

scratch or with existing learning materials.


We enable instructional designers, L&D trainers, HR specialists, and corporate training managers 

to create engaging and professional-looking courses with videos, quizzes, and role-plays  

in a matter of hours. No technical skills required.

How can you benefit from Suite Max?

With iSpring Suite Max, a PowerPoint-based authoring tool, you can turn existing slides into online 

courses or create new ones from scratch. Now, you don’t need authoring skills to create quizzes, 

video tutorials, screencasts, role-plays, and much more. Creating content in the familiar 

PowerPoint environment takes hours, not days. With a built-in cloud-based tool, you can author 

microcourses right in your browser and cowork on them with your colleagues. Plus, you can rest 

assured that your content is mobile-ready and compatible with any SCORM-compliant LMS.

Clients use iSpring Suite Max to complete these tasks:

The result

Create online courses for employees 

and partners


Convert existing presentations and 
instructions into interactive courses

Design work instructions and documents  
for clients and partners in the form of ebooks

Package learning materials into SCORM 
format for uploading to an LMS

Create interactive role-plays and quizzes to train 
and assess employees' skills and knowledge
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Record instructional videos with 

no additional software



Ultrafast toolkit for 

creating courses, 

quizzes, and role-plays 

quickly and easily

Online 

space for 
teamwork 

on courses

Converts learning 

materials into 

mobile-ready 

SCORM content

Cloud-based 

authoring 
tool for 

microcourses

24/7 instant 

technical 
support via 


phone, email, 
and chat


68,000+ templates  

and character 
images for faster 

course creation

Ultrafast authoring of mobile-ready content  

for any training goal


Built-in audio and video studio and tools for creating 

quizzes, role-plays, and ebooks. All content works 

perfectly on iOS, Android, and Windows phones.

Built-in cloud-based authoring tool 


Use this tool to create microcourses anywhere 

outside your workplace, right in your browser. Invite 

your teammates to work on them with you by 

sending them a link.

68,000+ ready-to-go assets


A huge collection of course assets with an easy 

search feature: templates, themes, characters, 

locations, icons, buttons, and controls.


20 GB online space for each author


Upload learning materials to your online space 

to keep them always at hand and share with 

colleagues for review.


$970 USD per author/year

iSpring Suite Max will appear as an additional tab on the PowerPoint ribbon. You can use all PPT 

features: transitions, hyperlinks, buttons, and animations and enhance your presentation with 

engaging content. Easily record and edit webcam videos or screencasts, create interactive 

quizzes and role-plays, and add branching to your course right in PowerPoint. Use iSpring Space 

web-based services to create microcourses or upload your projects to an online storage space 

and share them with colleagues and stakeholders for review. When your course is ready, publish 

it to SCORM for your LMS.

Pricing

How to use the toolkit

What's included in the price

Use cases

With iSpring, we created 43 courses and 


11 learning paths for 310 learners on our portal.

Leslie Cutter

Global Digital Marketing Manager  
at Moxa, Inc.


Josephine Poelma

Executive Director 

of Learning and Development at Oticon


Gary Michael

Principal of Ontario Virtual School


We have over 300 courses available 

24/7 on our learning portal.

With iSpring Suite, just 5 instructional designers 

created 70+ courses for 4,000 students.



Easy to use



iSpring’s intuitive interface 
works in the familiar 
PowerPoint environment.


Top-notch customer care



Highly trained customer support 
experts are online 24/7. 83% of all 
cases are resolved within 2 hours.

Quick launch



Creating a course from 
existing learning materials 
takes just 60 seconds with 
iSpring Suite Max.


How long does it take to master the toolkit?


Do I need help from any specialists when creating my first course?


What if I already have a number of instructions and training presentations?


Have you ever created a presentation in PowerPoint? If so, you already know how to work in 

iSpring Suite Max! It allows the creation of professional-looking interactive courses, quizzes, 

video lectures, and dialogue simulations right in familiar PowerPoint, with no additional 

training required.



iSpring Suite Max is very intuitive and easy to use. Instructional designers, trainers, and even 

subject-matter experts can create courses without help from IT specialists. You don’t need a 

designer either, as the tool has a built-in library of course templates and assets.



Existing presentations can be quickly converted into SCORM for uploading to your LMS. In 

addition, you can use iSpring Suite Max to enhance these materials with videos, quizzes, and 

simulations. Text documents can be turned into copyright protected ebooks. Other useful files 

can be attached to courses. Viewers will be able to download them from the course player.


Why iSpring

Contact info


sales@ispring.com


+1 844-347-7764

FAQ

LMS compatibility guarantee


iSpring supports all eLearning standards: SCORM 1.2, 

SCORM 2004, AICC, xAPI (Tin Can), and cmi5. We’ve 

manually verified compatibility with 156 LMSs.

Fast response customer care 24/7


83% of all cases are resolved within 2 hours. An 

enormous collection of help docs, tutorials, and 

webinars is always available on the website.




